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February 25, 2005

Dear FCERA Member:

This letter is sent to update you on recent developments in the final compensation litigation and the status of the final
compensation recalculation project.

LITIGATION UPDATE

As you know from prior communications, on May 6, 2003, Fresno County filed a judicial action seeking to change the
method of calculating final compensation for FCERA members.  Specifically, the County argued that FCERA was not
permitted by law to allow members to use non-consecutive pay periods when calculating their final compensation “year.”
On June 9, 2003, the Fresno County Deputy Sheriffs Association intervened in the final compensation litigation and since
that time has argued to the Court that the method previously used by FCERA to calculate "final compensation" should not
and/or cannot be changed.  FCERA has participated in the proceedings and sought guidance from the Court as to what is
permitted under the law.

The Court split the trial of these issues into three phases.  In Phase 1, the Court ruled in the County's favor, holding that the
Fresno Method was not permitted by law, since it was not based on a consecutive, 365-day year for determining "final
compensation."  FCERA thereafter changed its method to comply with the Court's ruling.  In Phase 2A, the Court again
ruled in the County’s favor, holding that the County was not barred from challenging the Fresno Method.  In Phase 2B the
Court was to address the Deputy Sheriffs’ Association's remaining arguments seeking to prevent the County from
challenging the Fresno Method and/or to prevent FCERA from changing that method voluntarily.

On February 16, 2005, the Fresno Superior Court (Hon. John Golden, ret.) heard two motions relating to “Phase 2B” of the
litigation, which were designed to bring the litigation to a conclusion without the need for further lengthy proceedings.  The
County moved to have final judgment entered in its favor, claiming that the Court already had disposed of the Deputy
Sheriffs’ Association’s challenges to the County’s right to question FCERA’s use of the Fresno Method.  At the same time,
FCERA moved to dismiss the Deputy Sheriffs’ Association’s remaining claims against FCERA, which are aimed at
preventing the Retirement Board from changing the Fresno Method.  FCERA’s motion was made on the ground that the
Court cannot require FCERA to violate a statute that governs FCERA (as that statute has now been interpreted by the
Court).

At the conclusion of the hearing, Judge Golden indicated that he would issue his rulings on the motions in a written order
sometime soon.  If the Court grants both motions, the proceedings in the trial court will end, and a final judgment will be
entered.  We should expect, however, that one or more parties would file an appeal from that judgment.  Meanwhile, Judge
Golden set August 29, 2005 as the date for any further trial of any issues that are not resolved by his upcoming rulings.

BENEFIT RECALCULATIONS

As we explained in prior communications, on April 10, 2004, FCERA's Board voted: (a) to cease using the non-consecutive
pay period method and implement the new method for all then active members and deferred members of FCERA, as of
March 2, 2004; and (b) to cease using the non-consecutive pay period method and implement the new method, beginning
September 1, 2004, for all members who had retired prior to March 2, 2004 and had their retirement allowances calculated
based on non-consecutive pay periods.  FCERA also voted not to seek to recover any past "overpayments" received by
retirees prior to the effective dates of the changes adopted by the Board.  FCERA does, however, intend to recoup any
overpayments made on or after the effective dates of the changes (March 2, 2004 for all active and deferred members who
retired on or after March 2, 2004, and September 1, 2004 for all members who retired prior to March 2, 2004).
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FCERA’s staff began using the 365 consecutive day method for determining the final compensation of all members who
received their first benefit check in November, 2004.  At the same time, FCERA staff began the process of recalculating
benefits for members who retired prior to November 2004.

A number of members have asked: (a) how the changes will affect their retirement benefit, and (b) when the changes will be
implemented for them specifically.  Since final compensation is based on the member's salary and special pay items
included in the retirement base, the impact for individual members can be determined only by recalculating retirement
benefits on a member-by-member basis.  Many members actually will be receiving a small increase in their monthly benefit
because the current 365 consecutive-day approach includes one more day of compensation than the previous 26 pay
periods (364 days).

However, for those retirees whose benefits are being reduced, reductions usually will result from the exclusion of multiple
annual leave cash-outs, which were previously used in calculating “final compensation.”  Under the new method, only one or
two annual leave cash-outs (at most) will be included in the calculation of a member’s “final compensation.”  Generally
speaking, each annual leave cash-out that is removed from the calculation of a retiree’s “final compensation” will result in a
2-3% reduction in monthly retirement benefits.  Please understand, however, that this is only an average, and there is
no way to accurately predict the change in any particular member’s benefits until the calculation is done for that
member.

On February 16, 2005, the Board of Retirement approved the hiring of ten extra help Account Clerks to assist with the
recalculations. The timeline presented below provides an estimate of when recalculations will be completed, based
on a member’s date of retirement.  It assumes that FCERA will be able to hire 10 extra help staff by April 1, 2005;
that it will take six weeks to train the new staff; and that all staff will work every business day for the duration of the
project.

Member Retirement Date Approximate Date of Change

Between 1/1/01 and 10/31/04 By July 2005
Between 10/5/97 and 12/31/00 By September 2005

Prior to 10/5/97 By March 2006

As noted in previous communications, each retired member will receive a calculation summary that includes the final
compensation and retirement benefit amounts for both the new calculation and the original calculation.  In addition, each
retired member will receive: (1) the Pensions (automated benefit calculation system) audit trail that documents the pay
periods and pay rates in the system as well as the highest consecutive pay periods used in the calculations; (2) a member
summary; (3) a letter with a detailed explanation of the changes to the benefit; and (4) a repayment agreement, if
appropriate.

The Retirement Board and staff of FCERA remain committed to a resolution that protects the integrity of the Retirement
Fund, is fair to all our members, and fully complies with the law.

Sincerely,

Roberto L. Peña
Retirement Administrator


